
We are WithSecure™



“Fast-growing Security 
as a Service company“

“Highly profitable and growing
consumer security business“
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Strategy Recap
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WithSecure

Fast-growing Security as a Service company
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WithSecure at a glance
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Outcome-based offering
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Proven partner for cloud solutions

#1 Solution For Partners1)

Category Leader Growing 

With Fortune 500 

Customers2)

Industry-leading capabilities 

in detecting advanced 

attacks3)

Note: 1) SiriusDecisions (2019). 2) Most downloaded app in SalesForce AppExchange. 3) Independent evaluation by MITRE has confirmed F-Secure’s industry-leading capabilities in detecting 
advanced attacks (April 2021)
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01 Outcome-Based
Security
…helps organizations to connect security to 
business. We deliver proven and measurable 
security outcomes through the fusion of our  
technology -, human- and partner-excellence.

How we deliver value

03 Proven Expertise
As experienced, research-led practitioners (not 
theorists) we seek out the most challenging 
cyber security problems our clients face. And we 
solve them by thinking like attackers. 

02 Instinctive
Technology

…simplifies organizations’ lives by scaling, 
adapting  and responding to the living nature of 
threat and business landscape intuitively, 
intelligently and automatically. On our platform 
security measures and connected insights are 
prompted in-the-moment to improve situational 
awareness and augment (not replace) human 
capabilities. 

04 Co-Security
Approach 
… starts from the realization that no one 
and nothing alone can solve all the cyber 
security problems alone. Co-Security is 
our mindset and method to improve 
security capabilities, competences and 
culture through collaboration and  
coordination in good partnership. Our 
hero customers and partners have been 
sharing the same belief in co-security, 
some of them a decade or longer. 



Our name is our promise.


